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MODELLING
& ANALYTICS
We all believe that data has got business value. But finding the business value in
data is a big challenge. How do you transform raw data into real business value? We
specialize in depicting and managing data. In order to be able to extract information
that leads to business value. And we do that with proven record.
DATA MANAGEMENT
We percieve data management as the core of Modelling and analytics. We understand that data management is the key building block of modelling and analytics. If
data lifecycle and management not in place, analytics and modelling will not end as planned. We help our customers in providing key steps to get their data in shape
and managed. And not any data. Data that our customers can trust. We prepare you for analyzing and modelling phase.
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Information is power. And business analytics is providing power to decisionmakers. We are helping our customers with empowering them with the right information
at the right time, on time. We understand that picking the right information, at the right time, on time directly refers to data availability. That is why we suggest our
customers to start at the very beginning, with data management. From data management to business analytics is a long way. But the result is breathtaking.
STATISTICAL & ECONOMIC MODELLING
It’s difficult to make predictions, especially about the future: Still Econlab can give you a heads up on what the future holds. Our staff has vast experience in creating
statistical and economic models that can be used to model, future dynamics of anything busness related. Our key advantage is also understanding the business
needs, and realities behind the model. Combination of business and technical skillset allows us to make a highest possible business impact, by modelling what matters in a manner that end users of the models are confortable with. We also place major emphasis in knowledge transfer, helping clients build intuition what drives
the model results, making the whole process of model application more robust.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Using our methodology, our team supported an introduction of KPIs into a large Slovene logistics holding company. More than 10 companies participated, all using
the same approach. We helped all companies choose the correct KPIs, which are embedded in procedures and processes that support their achievement, in order to
steer the business towards its intended direction.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
FOR LEGAL & POLICY PURPOSES
Commercial laws and regulation issues often need strong economic argumentation in addition to legal ones. Econlab has long experience working with legal
offices, companies and policymakers, helping them get to get the economics of
any situation right.
ECONOMIC OPINION FOR LITIGATION
We percieve data management as the core of Modelling and analytics. We understand that data management is the key building block of modelling and analytics. If
data lifecycle and management not in place, analytics and modelling will not end as planned. We help our customers in providing key steps to get their data in shape
and managed. And not any data. Data that our customers can trust. We prepare you for analyzing and modelling phase.
POLICY SUPPORT
Decisions that concern the whole country or industry, should never be taken lightly. We can help policymakers find the solution to wide range of economic topics.
Since our staff is actively involved with industry, while simultaneously doing active research, EconLab is in unique position to understand the economy as a whole,
all the while having the hand on the pulse of companies, and their actual needs. We can support policymakers to have solid economic background supporting the
REGULATORY SUPPORT
Regulatory issues, one in a while become a key pain point for a given industry or company. In times like this, companies can be proactive in ensuring that their concerns are heard. We have ample experience in going head to head with regulators, helping our clients to substantiate their position when regulatory bodies put them
into disadvantage. A well-constructed, and substantiated economic argument, about the impact of rulings, are usually constructively received by regulators and they
often are willing to shift their course.

WHY ECONLAB

OUR APPROACH TO CLIENTS
Since our understanding of the client’s needs is key for efficient delivery, we prepare a detailed technical plan that focuses on both the client and the task.
We do not focus only on the specific task, but we also deliver a knowledge transfer from EconLab to your team. Our teams have built an extremely strong
collaborative working environment with the teams of our clients. EconLab can provide resources at senior and analyst level on-site or remotely.

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
Our team brings extensive experience in macroeconomic and financial modelling techniques and portfolio evolution processes. Due to our specialised
backgrounds, our teams have the ability to achieve extremely tight deadlines and flexibility. Our methods follow regulatory frameworks from the start of
the assignment in order to deliver the most effective tools and results that suit our client’s needs.

UNDERSTANDING OF REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS
With extensive academic backgrounds in economics, banking, finance and business, our team posesses extensive knowledge of the regulatory environment. EconLab understands the regulatory expectations and can offer efficient solutions to technical challenges. We have supported a number of clients
in tasks that required specific regulatory knowledge and specific approaches in order to deliver optimal allocation of our client’s resources.

REFERENCES - MODELLING & ANALYTICS
EconLab developed a continuously updating econometric model of macroeconomic forecasts to support portfolio allocation decisions of a major insurance company. However, our wide understanding of different modelling methodologies enable us to work with companies from different sectors. For a
major company in the energy sector, EconLab has successfully developed and deployed production forecasting models. EconLab will extract information
from data in order to provide suitable grounds for business decisions.
REFERENCES - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Our selected list of references includes experience from different industries including but not limited to retail, energy, pharma, insurance and banking on
legal topics of taxes, antitrust cases, legal disputes etc. Our wide pallette of experience and services EconLab provides offer a unique position for economic analysis for both legal and regulatory purposes.
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